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V ENKESS F ORCES
PUSHED OVER THE
SPINE, EARLY SNOWS
HALT ADVANCE
Reports from Lirian Military Affairs state that the
Venkess forces have been
beaten back to the Spine of
Talus. Many of the remaining raiders fled in
disgrace over the mountain
range to their homeland.
Others were trapped by
early Fall snows in the
most commonly used
passes, and were either
killed or captured as prisoners of war by Lirian
military vanguards. The
blockage of the passes also
means that the advance of
the Lirian military will be
forced to pause for the duration of the winter. A
significant division of
military forces will winter
in Acria, in order to aid in
orchestrating security and
reconstruction efforts
there.

with the value of corporate
shares plummeting by
more than 50% over the
course of several days trading. The reaction came as
an abrupt reversal from the
previous months of exuberant optimism surrounding
the venture and its latest
model steamship. Founder
and Executive Lord Alexander Sherman Wright
remains unaccused of any
wrongdoings, and has publicly denounced several
senior corporate officers
implicated in the scandal.

NATURALISTS EXPECT
FROM
DAMAGES
ACRIAN CONFLICT TO
SLOW RECOVERY
Leading naturalists and
agricultural experts from
the Lirian Academies of
Zoology and Medicine have
issued a memo stating that
the environmental damages
from the military conflict
in Acria are likely to significantly hinder reconstruction efforts. Large
tracts of land and forest
were put to the torch during the Venkess retreat.
Some areas has also been
rendered hazardous by
caustic alchemical spills
and other incidents related
to the deployment of advanced military engines.
The memo estimates 15
million Qoz in lost revenues over the next five
years from food crops, timber, game hunting and
other sectors negatively
impacted by the war.

YEAR OF OUR
LADY 2789

LASAI
A I R S H I P Eclectic Fashions of
CRASHES IN OGWE the Frontier, Part II
TERRITORIES
L asai capital airship
Hawk’s Quarry has reportedly crashed in a stretch of
land between Lead Barrow
and Iron City. No information is currently available
as to why the vessel was
forced to run aground, or
the condition of its crew or
cargo. The event comes as
something of an embarrassment to Lasai national
pride, as the Hawk’s
Quarry was touted as a
model of advanced airship
design and reputed to be so
skillfully engineered as to
be immune to many of the
common hazards which
plague other airborne vessels.

by Inga Harper, Consultant
in Lady’s Fashions

Perhaps my last article was
too harsh on the women of
Iron City. This entry I
shall turn my attention to a
man. And what a man! I
am referring to the tavern
keep of our hearts, Sir
John Carrington, of course.
Mr Carrington carries himself with poise and dignity,
always sporting the latest
in Lirian fashion, and
never ever repeats an outfit
more than one day in a
row. He pretty dearly adheres to the three key rules
of male fashion in the
frontier:
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“Two days ahead of schedule, Klaus. Do you realize
the savings in labor
By Ernest Lawsley,
alone?”
Helmut
Foreign Correspondent
beams. Charles makes a
little bow and says, “Glad
Chemical lights cut we can be of service, gentlethrough the dark in the men.”
capital city of Acria. It is
one in the morning as I
I know that Mr. Manning
watch a piece of granite the
and his company have been
size of a train car, lifted
awarded lucrative contracts
into the sky, suspended
in the Acrian reconstrucagainst the stars.
tion. Countless miles of
train track created or reKlaus Brand shouts a few paired, with the express
orders to the operator and purpose of reconnecting
the steam-powered monster Acria with Liria. Medimoves the stone into place cine, building supplies,
atop the new National As- food, and relief personnel –
sembly building. Tons of they arrive by the trainload
materials have been moved every day.
this way since I arrived.
What would have taken
A whistle blows and the
days of work in the past,
commotion stops. Workers
has taken only a few
climb out of the great mahours.
chines and wander over to
the mess tent where hot tea
A late autumn wind rips will warm their bellies,
t h r o u g h t h e c o u rt - chip away a tiny bit of the
yard. Much of the capital cold creeping into their
is still rubble, but there is bones.
now order to the
ruin.
Piles of mortar,
brick and concrete pushed
together by steamdozers;
the wood reclaimed to
fuel the many bonfires
dotted throughout the
city

Ruckholhaus

Stock Listings
Latest quotes provided courtesy of Dawkins
& Emberwell Brokerage. All prices listed in Qoz.
Equity Market
Price
D&E Composite Index ……………………………………………15.88
Dornham Royal Teas (DRT) ……………………………...……13.6
Lirian Steamship & Foundry (LSF) ………………..……….21.2
Amalgamated Coal & Galvacite (ACG) …………….……….20.7
Yoban Agricultural (YA) ……………………………………..….18.9
Farthingham Tool & Leather (FTL) ………………...……...9.3
National Bank of Liria (NBL) ………………………………..21.0
Royal Tonics & Distilling (RTS) ………………………………12.5
Northern Railway & Locomotive (NRL) ……….………….19.9
United Lirian Textile (ULT) ………………………………..…...5.6
First Galvanic & Semaphore (FGS) ………………………….19.5
Bosswink and Bosswink Assay & Mining (BBM) ….…14.3
Fourth Age Shipyards (FAS) ……………...……………………13.8
Bond Market
Price
30 Day Royal Exchequer Bond (100 Qoz)…………………….99
60 Day Royal Exchequer Bond (100 Qoz)…………………….97
90 Day Royal Exchequer Bond (100 Qoz)……….…………...95
One Year Royal Exchequer Bond (100 Qoz)………………...88
nothing could grow here
ever again – but
I follow him past Govern- look! Iron, stone, glass –
ment Square and turn on to they grow here now.”
Arndt Strasse.
He bends down and pockets
Klaus spreads his arms a spent casing from some
wide, directing me to take firearm – the action is secin the view - an entire city ond nature. Whenever he
moves, I hear the jingling
of metal on metal from
his jacket.
show you.”

“The houses… they
wait.
They are
lonely. My people need to
come home.”

“The Queen sent her
Royal Engineers just a
month ago,” says
Klaus.
“They brought
many machines like
this.” And he motions to
the group of metal giants
– the sound of clanking
gears, the whine of spinning flywheels, and the
roar of the engines is constant. We move away
from the cacophony to
warm ourselves by a
nearby oil can filled with
burning timber.
I know the two men already gathered around the
fire. The first is Klaus’
friend,
Helmut
Schmidt.
Helmut is a
wunderkind of sorts – a
talented architect whose
design is being implemented before our very eyes
– not just the Assembly
Building, but the entire
city. The other man is
Charles Manning, a Lirian
businessman who works for
Northern Railway and
Locomotive. They both tip
their hats at our arrival.

An Anonymous Missive to the Residents
of Iron City

The support crews open
access panels and lubricate
gears, tighten connections,
throw fuel into the hungry
hearts of the giants. A
second granite slab floats
half way to the heavens –
the crane will finish the
job once the break is done.
The Acrian foreman takes
this opportunity to drag me
away from the main construction site.
“Come, my friend. We have
just enough time. I must

block of rebuilt tenementstyle buildings, windows
dark.
“In one month’s time, we
did this. Me, Helmut, and
our crew. It is a labor of
love.” He nods, jaw stiff,
eyes bright in the cloudfiltered moonlight.
“So
many of us died. This land
is soaked in blood – more
this time round. Sometimes you smell it in the
sunlight, baking out of the
ground.
Some thought

We are coming. We are
watching you. We are
among you already, taking notes, judging, deciding how best to serve you
all justice. You are a
filthy lot of liars, murderers and thieves. It will
be done soon. We will
point you out. We will
show everyone what you
have done. You will be
stripped, shown for what
you really are, and cast
into the cold by the ones
who now love you. You are
our puppets, our playthings, and little dolls we
shall make of you. Nobody
will escape our eyes.
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